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With so many ways to enter a career in construction, it can be difficult to know where to start!
We’ve put together some information on the main routes into the industry, to help you figure
out which is right for you.

Find out more about getting an apprenticeship in the construction industry

Search all the roles that construction has to offer

We've put together a top-tips list to help when you apply for a job in construction

What are my options? !

Get into an apprenticeship !

Browse job roles A-Z !

How to apply !

WHAT'S IT LIKE TO WORK IN CONSTRUCTION?

Construction is fun, fast

paced, challenging and a

rewarding career! You

will meet various people

on all levels of

businesses and with that

come amazing

opportunities.

Mimi-Isabella NwosuMimi-Isabella Nwosu
Assistant materials engineer

Working in construction

is a very exciting and

rewarding career to go

into. You get to work

with a great variety of

people to create

something that will

benefit society.

Ellie ShirleyEllie Shirley
Site engineer

The construction

industry is a vibrant,

exciting industry and is

currently increasing its

demand for workers. You

reap the rewards with

competitive wages and

flow of work.

Hayden WillsHayden Wills
Build manager
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Building a new start in
construction
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The complete guide to roofing
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Changing careers with a
construction apprenticeship
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Go Construct provides resources for anyone looking for a career in the construction and built environment sector. We showcase the many rewarding

opportunities available and help people from all backgrounds to enter an exciting and growing industry which has a huge impact on the UK’s housing,
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